Abstract. In this paper we perform a review of the planetary gear trains with two central gears, and a planet carrier, used for power sources coupling. The kinematic and dynamic analysis was determined for a simple planetary gear mechanism, with two degrees of freedom formed by two gears that are in external meshing. For the same planetary mechanism, it was determined the mechanical efficiency and the associated internal powerflow direction, which helps identify the planetary gear train with the highest mechanical efficiency.
Introduction
The planetary mechanisms are used in hybrid gear train transmissions because they offer several advantages: can achieve high gear ratios at small dimensions, have a compact construction, can achieve gear ratio coupling without interrupting the power-flow. [1] .
There is a wide variety of planetary mechanisms, but choosing the appropriate planetary mechanism, is based on its transmission ratio, size, and mechanical efficiency.
The most commonly used planetary mechanisms for coupling power sources are the planetary mechanisms 2K-H [1] . This description was made by Professor N. V. Kudreaţev, and according to his theory, the sun gears are marked with the letter K and the planet carrier with the letter H.
Due to their small sizes and weights, the planetary gear trains with two sun gears and a planet carrier are frequently used for power sources coupling. They also have the ability to transmit a wide range of power values. They can operate at powers as low as a few watts up to many kilowatts.
Whenever there is the need to choose the driving mechanism, it important to take into consideration the fact that the planetary mechanisms have a greater design complexity than the ordinary gear trains [1] .
The technical performances of a planetary mechanism are not the only reasons for which they are so appreciated in worldwide markets, the mechanical efficiency being one of its most important characteristic.
When designing a planetary gear train, a special attention is paid to determining the mechanical efficiency.
Kinematic structures of planetary mechanisms with two central gears and a planet carrier used for power sources coupling
The planetary mechanisms with two central gears and a planet carrier offer a wide variety of design solutions: single stage planetary mechanism ( figure.1 and figure 3 ) or two stages planetary mechanisms ( figure 2, figure 4 , and figure 5) [1] .
Taking into consideration the gear mesh, the planetary mechanisms can have internal and external meshing.
The single stage bevel gear mechanism showed in figure 3 is typically used as a gear reducer for automobiles transmissions, machine tools and various devices. [2] . To better understand the way that planetary mechanisms 2K-H work, we started by determining the kinematic and dynamic analysis for a basic planetary gear mechanism with two degrees of freedom.
Kinematic analysis for basic planetary mechanism with two degrees of freedom
To determine the characteristics of the planetary mechanisms presented above, we begin by describing the basic planetary gear mechanism with external meshing and two degrees of freedom [4] . . Basic planetary gear mechanism with external meshing and two degrees of freedom The basic planetary gear mechanism showed in figure 6, consists of the central gear 1 with the radius , and the satellite 2, whose radius is denoted The gear's 2 axis is the axis for the mobile crank 3, also called a planet carrier.
To determine the planetary gear trains ratio there are three proposed methods [1] : a) the first one, the Willis method also called the inverted motion method, it transforms the planetary gear train into an ordinary one [1] , [4] , [5] . b) the second one is the decomposition method, also called the Swamp method, which decomposes the complex movements into simple ones [1] , [4] , [5] . c) the graphic-analytical method is also known as the instantaneous centers of velocity method [1] . All three methods are based on the principle that the speed of any planetary mechanisms element is equal to the speed of another element to which you add their relative speed.
Of the three listed above, the most commonly used method is the Willis method. For basic planetary mechanism with two degrees of freedom, shown in figure 6, we shall consider the mechanism gear ratio . the ratio can have positive value if the two meshing gears are in external mesh, or negative value, if they are in internal mesh. In this case, the gear ratio has a positive value because the two gears are in external mesh.
According to Willis's theory:
which lead to:
3) It is considered that the planetary mechanism rotates with a constant speed, and that all losses are negligible, except meshing losses.
Torque and associated power flow analysis of the basic planetary mechanism with external meshing and two degrees of freedom
To determine the mechanical efficiency, it will be taken into account both friction and meshing losses [6] , [9] .
We denote , , , and , , , the torques, respectively the powers applied to links 1, 2, 3.
If the planetary mechanism is in equilibrium then: ,
, (5) where represents the meshing and friction power losses. The value of does not modify, if the entire mechanism is rotated with an angular velocity equal, but negative in value to the planet carriers angular velocity. This way, the mechanism turns into a gear mechanism with fixed axis, also called an ordinary gear train [1] , [6] , [7] .
To determine the power losses it is necessary to establish the mechanisms input link. The basic planetary mechanism, powers are determined with the following expressions [1] , [4] , [5] :
Just as the central gear 1 and the satellite 2 are either input link or the driven link, the power respectively applied to these elements, have positive or negative values. By replacing into the equation (5) one obtains:
5. The mechanical efficiency and the power flow direction of the basic planetary mechanism with external meshing and two degrees of freedom Because of power losses we define the mechanical efficiency of the planetary mechanism, as being the ratio between the output power, and the power applied at the input link[ ].
where: , is denoted as the output power, respectively, the input power for the planetary mechanism, , , represents the torque and the angular velocity of the input shaft, , , represents the torque and the angular velocity of the output shaft.
To determine the mechanical efficiency for the basic planetary gear mechanism, we will use the inverted motion method, this method being the most commonly used of the three listed above.
It was determined the efficiency of the basic planetary mechanism shown in figure 6 for both cases when the input link is either gear 1 or gear 2.
Let us consider gear 1 as the input link of the basic planetary mechanism shown in figure 6 [6], [8] . Under the kinematic inversion the planetary mechanism, rotates with an angular speed equal and in opposite direction to the planet carrier's angular velocity. In this situation the planet carrier is fixed and the planetary mechanism becomes an ordinary gear train and helps us determine the efficiency with the following expression:
According to equation (10): By substituting according to relation (2) one obtains:
.
(13)
If we consider gear 2 as the input link of the basic planetary mechanism shown in figure 6 under the kinematic inversion, the planetary efficiency is: [6] , [8] :
where : ( ) is the input power, ( ) because and ( ) ; ( ) is the output power. By substituting according to relation (2) one obtains:
The expressions (13) and (15) are known as the basic equations for determining the mechanical efficiency of a basic planetary gear mechanism with two degrees of freedom. They can be taken into account simultaneously by defining the parameter α. considering:
We can define the basic torque equation for the planetary mechanism with two degrees of freedom which depends on the mechanical efficiency:
Kinematics analyses for 2K -H single row planetary mechanism with external and internal meshing
The most commonly used mechanism for coupling power sources is the 2K -H single row planetary mechanism with an external -internal mesh. This solution was initially adopted and later on perfected by the Japanese manufacturer Toyota, to be fitted on the hybrid model Prius. The brand name for the hybrid drive train technology was Toyota Hybrid System.
The planetary mechanism composed of the two central gears and a planet carrier that are in external and internal mesh, it is the main component of the Toyota Hybrid System. The kinematic scheme for this planetary mechanism is described in figure 1 We have denoted z 1 , z 2 , z 4 , the number of teeth for the gears 1, 2, 4. With it is denoted the absolute angular velocities of satellite 2, sun gear 1 and the ring gear 4. If we consider for the mechanism described in figure 2, the parameter as being the absolute angular velocity of the planet-carrier 3, one can obtain [6] , [8] :
from which we obtain the following equation:
The mechanical efficiency and the power -flow direction for the planetary mechanism
Using the judgment described in the first part of the paper, the kinematic analysis for the planetary mechanism with two central gears and a planet carrier with external and an internal mesh is determined. [2] . The mechanical efficiency expressions for this planetary mechanism are [2] , [4] , [6] , [8] , [9] : Table 1 . Mechanical efficiency for .
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(38) The parameter α, is associated to the gear mechanical efficiency in the power equilibrium equation for the ordinary gear train. This parameter specifies if the element 1 is an input link or a driven link in the inversed planetary mechanism.
It can have a negative or a positive value, and [2] can be determined with the following relation:
Numerical example: To determine the mechanical efficiency for the single row planetary mechanism with external and internal mesh showed in figure 1, we consider 22 teeth, 18 teeth, 58 teeth, 2 and 0,95. According to equation (38):
To determine the mechanical efficiency it is necessary to first calculate the parameter α. By substituting in equation (39) one obtains:
By substituting into the equations presented in the table 2, for the single row planetary mechanism with external and internal meshing, we have obtained the following results: Table 3 . Numerical results. 
Input link
Conclusions
Based on the judgment used for expressing the kinematic and dynamic analysis of a basic planetary mechanism with two degrees of freedom, it has been determined the mechanical efficiency for the planetary mechanisms with two central gears and a planet carrier. Because, in addition to the reduced dimensions, the manufacture, assembly and operation requirements, the mechanical efficiency is a very important feature for the planetary mechanisms, it is very important to correctly determine it. Due to higher efficiency values one can conclude that the most commonly used planetary mechanism in power sources coupling is the single row planetary mechanism with external and internal mesh (figure 1). In addition to the fact that is has high efficiency values, this mechanism has also a simple assembly condition, as opposed the planetary mechanism with a double satellite and interior meshing showed in ( figure 5) .
Usually used as a differential reducer in the automotive industry, machine tools and various devices, the differential mechanism showed in figure 3, provides high efficiency values [1] .
The planetary mechanism with a double satellite and external meshing presented in (figure 2) can be characterized by high gear ratios and small efficiency values, and it is not recommended to for equipping power transmissions.
